


THE ESSENCE OF THE CITY, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMANS AND LIVING SPACE.

THE CORE OF URBAN EVOLUTION IS TO IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF HUMAN ACCESS TO SPATIAL RESOURCES



BACKGROUND

“We are on the 
lookout for a new 
evolutionary step.”

The past century of automotive innovation has 
reshaped modern life and urban areas at an 
unprecedented rate and scale. As a result of the 
decreased costs associated with automobiles made 
possible by assembly line production, more families 
are able to purchase personal cars; urban vehicles 
are popularized; roads are constructed; living space 
boundaries are widened; and people's lives and 
social activities are richer and more dynamic. 

However, while people are shaping a "completed" city, 
the advancement of technology has prompted them to 
reconsider the past and look ahead to the future. We 
cannot deny the positive impact of the automobile 
industry, but on the other hand, the city occupied by 
the road is like a piece of splitted iron, cold and 
isolated; traffic congestion and air pollution have 
caused new problems for the living environment. 

Overcapacity and high innovation thresholds are just 
two examples of the automotive industry's negative 
effects, and the fact that only a select few are able 
to play the game presents a barrier to the 
technological ecology's diversity and autonomy. 
Monopolies in communication and information erode 
users' data privacy and limit people's access to 
more diverse and personalized products.

Cities and people alike are on the lookout for a new 
evolutionary step, just as technology and machines 
are constantly pursuing their own.



A city's complex system, according to Cybernetics, 
requires a dynamic loop of “feedback-adjustment” to 
maintain its inner balance. Due to the fixed nature of 
the currently existing urban layout, the potential for 
making effective use of space is limited. However, by 
moving, sharing, and connecting spaces, the city can 
become an organism that canmetabolize. Archigram, a 
famous architectural consortium from the 1960s, also 
proposed this idea in the form of a "plug-in city." 

In early 1964, Archigram proposed a visionary but controversial 
solution called the "plug-in city", in which living spaces became 
"capsules" with individual designs inserted into the city. Plug-in 
cities would ideally be installed with giant cranes, which at the 
time seemed impractical to accomplish.

THE CITY IS A COMPLEX CHANGING SYSTEM

OPPORYUNITY

Changes in artificial intelligence, electrification, and the 
Internet of Things are converging at once on the 
automobile industry. Information technology, self-
driving vehicles, AI, and other emerging manufacturing 
technologies will open up boundless possibilities for 
discovery. Vehicles with autonomous mobility will 
transform the car into a moving spaces in the city, 
such as bedrooms, coffee shops, showrooms, etc., 
potentially rendering the traditional four-wheel 
automobiles obsolete.

“Only by creating real things 
in the real world we can build 
complex systems like 
consciousness and lives.”



 Sustainable | Human-centered | Technology-driven | Optimal Space utilization

Early City Model 
Human + Buildings

Modern City Model 
Human + Architecture + Car

Future City Model 
Human + Moving Spaces

+ + + +

PIXCITY



VISION

Now picture a city where people's homes are made up 
of moving modular spaces: 
citizens get to self-plan the amount of space they 
require, such as "gym," "office," "kitchen," and other 
extended moving spaces as needed to connect and 
expand their basic living space.This effectively lowers 
the cost of living for urban youth while also providing a 
sustainable paradigm.

In this light, at the close of 2022, PIX Moving 
introduced Hackcity - an Urban Design Challenge - to 
explore the urban environments of the future.

In 2023, we'll keep pushing for actual production 
and operations of the Hackcity, explore MaaS 
(mobility as a service).Digging deeper into the 
Moving Space as the basic unit and discovering 
its potential applied areas, life scenarios, social 
impact, and economic models..

PIXCity ｜ Concept Design



POWERED BY MaaS
Mobility as a Service



ABOUT MOVING SPACE

To make configurable and shareable space a reality using 
self-driving technology,  Moving Space will increase the 
efficiency of space distribution, resulting in a more 
responsive and sustainable smart city.


Imagine a Moving Space where you can enjoy a 
dedicated piece of life:  sipping coffee on a Moving Cafe, 
reading a beloved book on an on-demand Moving 
Bookstore, taking a nap on a Moving Lounge, or 
watching movie in a Moving Cinema, even working out in 
a Moving Gym on your way back home. 

Robo-vehicle powered 
by autonomous driving tech.

MaaS
Mobility as a Service



Mobile/ 

CafeBot 
Dessert Space 
Organic Space 
Cosmetic Space

These pictures are the conceptual 
design renderings produced by 
PIXMoving for reference

ABOUT MOVING SPACE



ABOUT Moving 
Space Hackathon



Moving Space Hackathon is a global challenge of 
Moving Space applied design organized by PIX Moving.

Participants will be required to finish the Moving Space interior design 
using a decentralized AI car manufacturing platform called Automotive 
Algorithm Modeling (AAM™), and plan a practical operation for their 
Moving Spaces over the course of 31 days,

Create a Moving Space for ______.  

We are looking for creators, automotive designers, architects, interior 
designers, engineers, brand owners and operators, digital nomads, etc., 
from all over the world to collaborate with us as we investigate new ways 
of life, new applied scenarios, and new business models based on the  
concept of Moving Space.



WHO

We are looking for：

Creators

Automotive 
designers

ArchitectsInterior 
designers

Installation 
artist

Algorithm 
engineer

Operator

Brand 
owners



31 days

WHAT

50 creators 1 MovingSpace 5 industries

Offline Projects
Real manufacturing and project 
incubation (POC)

AI vehicle manufacturing
Next-generation design and 
manufacturing process

Explore MaaS
Explore mobility as a service & 
humanity’s future habitats

Join web3
To inspire the Creator Economy



HOW TO HACK

• Design and build on the basis of PIX's Moving Space model

• Focus on MaaS - mobility as a service

• Focus on Moving Space's interior design and use

• Showcase lifestyle on Moving Space, combining culture and business model 

• Meet industrial manufacturing standards using the AAM™ platform 

• Initiate fundraising with the project plan (its site will be decided by the users)

• Co-create with global innovators

Challenge Contents



INDUSTRY APPLICATION -  Maas

RETAIL

ART

FOOD ENTERTAINMENT

CAMPGROUND

Participants should complete the design and operation plan based on provided Moving 
Space model and at least one applied industry



Commuting

Store

01

02
or

MaaS
Mobility as a Service

Based on the Moving Space models and the industry 
you explore. Select one of the application scenarios 
for in-depth design.

INDUSTRY 
APPLICATION

+ 

HOW TO HACK

For a ride

For on-demand experience



HOW TO HACK

We aim to: 

- Connect public transportation with shared spaces, promote recources efficiency 
and sustainable urban development


- Increase awareness of environmental protection and climate change 


- Innovate infrastructure, manufacturing technology and sustainable industries


- Improve social equality and welfare


- Boost long-term economic growth, decentralize business, and foster inclusive 
innovation collaboration

Values



HOW TO HACK

Submission A comprehensive project presentation in pptx/pdf format, using RGB color, 
300DPI resolution, and the file size should not exceed 300M; 


Including 
- Design Concept Description

- User Research and Business Models

- PoC(Proof of Concept) Operating Plans (Proposed Operating Areas, 

Partners, Operating Modes, etc.)

- Moving Space Applied Design Graph - Industrial Design Graph Rendering, 

Scene Rendering, Interior Rendering

- User Experience Process

- Description of Materials Choosing and Manufacturing Processes

3D digital model of the design (optional) 

Will be used as a supplement to your design project. The acceptable format 
includes but is not limited to: pix, Alias, Pro_E, UG, Catia, Maya, 3D Max, Rhino.

I.

II.



MOVING SPACE

Moving Space  -  1 MOVING PIXEL * PIX DeAuto will provide vehicle model files



TIMELINE

Participant Registration

- 4.25 4.25 - 4.30

Start the Hackathon

Kick off party

Confirm Participation List

Workshop

5.5

STAGE I 
Conceptual design

5.6 - 5.12

STAGE II 
Product design

5.13 - 5.18

STAGE III 
Product engineering

5.19 - 5.26

STAGE IV 
Proposal Integration

5.27 - 6.4

Final 
Presentation

6.5

6.306.15

Awards announcement

6.1 - 8.1

Award distribution Project fundraising 

Sign Up

Event Time

Awards 
Publication



CREATOR'S BENEFIT

1. Competition Prize Pool :  15K USD

2. Global Media Exposure

3. Design Rights Validation - Get Exclusive Moving Space NFT

4. Become a Key Contributor to DeAuto DAO by acquiring DAT/POAP

5. Moving Space Shop Project Incubation and Operation Revenue

6. Visit PIX C-zone (Smart Manufacturing Factory), witness and participate in the 

Moving Space production

Earn the chance to win/gain access to:
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COLLABORATION PLATFORM

Channel：

#MovingSpace Hackathon

DeAuto DAO

https://discord.gg/PSNafucWCY

DeAuto DAO

https://app.dework.xyz/deauto-dao

Community 
Chat 

Announcements 
Workshop

Design platform 
AI collaboration

Project management 
Co-creation

PIX Moving’s AIGC build-AAM 
(PIX Algorithm Modeling)™



COMING SOON

Prize

Media

Mentor

Metaverse 
Party



PIX Moving’s AIGC build-PAM  
(PIX Algorithm Modeling)™ 

It offers engineers and designers a brand new AI-driven workflow 
across all aspects of their work, from design to digital processes, 
collaboration, and engineering management.

The Next-Generation Platform for Design, 
Engineering and Manufacturing.



TECHNICAL SUPPORT｜

PAM™ is a generative design platform that integrates 
algorithmic design, simulation, and manufacturing to 
increase the efficiency of parts design by 60% and the 
efficiency of lightweight design by up to 20% when 
compared to the efficiency of sophisticated engineers.
 
It only takes a few minutes for PAM™ to generate dozens of 
options for engineers to choose from. Whenever there is a 
need for adjustment, a new boundary condition can be set. 
By adjusting system parameters, the CAD model, 
manufacturing and process files, and costs of the vehicle 
can be generated instantly. Therefore, engineers and 
designers can instantly assess the design’s merits in terms 
of accuracy, cost, timeliness, etc., leading to enhanced 
precision and productivity in the manufacturing of 
customized products.

About



TECHNICAL SUPPORT｜

AAM™ Function

Alpha version 
Available for this 
Hackathon only

• Support model import and export in multiple formats (over 35 mainstream formats) to expand the mainstream engineering software 
underlying algorithm in *.pix file format 

• Support web-based lightweight 3D modeling and design, as well as product-level export of rendered images and engineering drawings 
(AICG rendering is included in the alpha version) 

• Support parametric generative design for automotive components, such as skateboard chassis design, cockpit design, interior and exterior 
design, auto parts design, and so on. 

• Support a wide range of physical performance simulations, including web-end vehicle component statics, dynamics, composite materials, 
and thermo-engineering with quantitative geometric constraint, dynamic constraint, kinematic constraint, process constraint, and structural 
optimization capabilities. (Simulations of component statics are included in the alpha version) 

• Allow for the bulk import of engineering material in order to support personalized material and the conversion of NFT digital assets 

• Support multiplayer online collaborative design for distributed engineering management; Support multi-terminal (Web, mobile, VR/AR) 
project reviews and sharing, facilitating team project progress management and review communication



TECHNICAL SUPPORT｜

AAM™ Function

Moving Office interiors designed on 
PAM™ platform.

Chassis structure designed on 
PAM™ platform.

Applications

01

02



REAL MANUFACTURING｜



REAL APPLICATIONS｜



Organizer

Partners



https://discord.gg/PSNafucWCY https://twitter.com/DeAutoDAO https://www.instagram.com/therealdeauto/

www.deauto.io

http://deauto.io


"The future will increasingly belong to 
people who leave behind the cathedral 
and embrace the bazaar."

The Cathedral and the Bazaar - Eric S. Raymond

DeAuto will inspire more talented people 
to participate in the change.


